POST POUNDER, TRUCK MOUNTED
Preventive Maintenance Checklist

Comments:

Note: The items below should be inspected during a typical preventive maintenance check. Additional checklist items may be required depending on equipment or circumstances.

UNDERHOOD

- Motor oil, power steering
- Coolant level, hoses
- Fuel line leaks
- Belt tensions
- Fuel level
- Windshield Washer

EXTERIOR

- Stop lights
- Head, tail, direction lights
- Clear, spot, warning lights
- Cab, body, glass
- Reflectors
- Coupling devices
- Hydraulic lines
- Tires, wheels, lug bolts
- Hydraulic reservoirs
- Springs - steering mechanism
- Drive line, universal joints
- Drain air reservoirs
- Boom
- Turntable
- Post Puller

INTERIOR

- Brakes
- Steering
- Horn & safety devices
- Wiper blades & control
- Mirrors
- Meters, gauges & control
- Heater
- Seats & seat belts
- Clutch

GENERAL

- Exhaust system
- Engine and rear engine
- Fire extinguisher
- Emergency triangle
- First aid kit